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Syllables are Retrieved before 
Segments in the Spoken production 
of Mandarin chinese: An eRp Study
chen feng2, Yuan Yue2 & Qingfang Zhang1

Languages may differ in terms of the functional units of word-form encoding used in spoken word 
production. It is widely accepted that segments are the primary units used in Indo-European languages. 
However, it is controversial what the functional units (syllables or segments) in Chinese spoken word 
production are. In the present study, Mandarin Chinese speakers named pictures while ignoring 
distractor words presented simultaneously, which shared atonal syllables, bodies or rhymes, or were 
unrelated with the name of the target pictures. Behavioral results showed that naming latencies in the 
3 phonologically-related conditions were significantly shorter than those associated with the unrelated 
condition. EEG data indicated that the syllable-related condition modulated event-related potentials 
(ERPs) in a time window of 320–500 ms, the body-related condition modulated ERPs from 370–420 ms, 
while the rhyme-related condition modulated ERPs from 400–450 ms. The starting points for evident 
syllable, body, and rhyme priming effects were 322 ms, 368 ms, and 408 ms (by the Guthrie & Buchwald 
method) or 340 ms, 372 ms and 403 ms (by the jackknife procedure), respectively. Our findings provide 
a relative temporal course of syllable and segment encoding in chinese spoken naming: Syllables are 
retrieved before segments, and constitute the primary processing units during the early stage of word-
form encoding. furthermore, segments and their order are retrieved incrementally from left to right 
when producing Chinese spoken words.

Speech production involves conceptual preparation, lexical selection, word-form encoding, and articulation pro-
cesses. In the model of language production proposed by Levelt and colleagues1, word-form encoding consists 
of segmental and metrical retrievals, both of which are then combined into a syllable via a syllabification pro-
cess. The role of sub-lexical units such as the phoneme, syllable, and mora in this process has received much 
attention2–7.

Evidence for phonemes as the primary units in spoken word production comes from various Indo-European 
languages, such as Dutch8–11, English6,12–14, Russian15,16, and Persian17, with different tasks including the implicit 
priming paradigm, masked priming paradigm, and phoneme repetition. For example, in a masked-form priming 
paradigm, Dutch participants named bisyllabic words which were preceded by visually masked primes. When 
primes shared the initial segment(s) with the target, naming latencies were significantly shorter than when the 
segments were not shared. Damian and Dumay12 reported that when participants produced adjective-noun 
phrases in response to colored objects, a single-phoneme overlap between the color and object name facilitated 
responses (e.g., red rope), even when the overlapping phoneme occupied different positions within the words14 
(e.g., green flag). These findings support the view that phonemes are the primary functional units of word-form 
encoding.

The claim that phonemes are the primary phonological encoding units in Indo-European languages is plau-
sible because the orthographies of these alphabetic languages explicitly code for phonemes via letters or letter 
combinations. However, what about non-alphabetic languages such as Chinese? Mandarin Chinese has approxi-
mately 400 atonal syllables, all of which have a very straightforward structure, and no resyllabification is required 
for speaking. This variation in phonological properties suggests that it cannot be directly assumed that phonemes 
are equally important across all languages, therefore making it necessary to investigate the specific encoding 
mechanisms of different languages.
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Recently emerging evidence offers some support for the possibility that for Chinese speakers, syllables rather 
than phonemes constitute the primary units of word-form encoding. This was supported by earlier behavio-
ral findings of a reliable syllabic priming effect but a phoneme priming null effect during word production of 
Mandarin2,3,18–23. The role of briefly-presented prime words which matched or mismatched their first syllable 
structures with spoken Chinese words has been examined in a masked priming task2. They found that CV targets 
(C represents consonants and V represents vowels) were named faster when preceded by CV primes compared 
to CVG primes (G represents a glide sound), while the opposite pattern was discovered for CVG targets. Similar 
results were reported in both word reading and picture naming20. Most recently, the syllabic priming effect has 
been replicated, with little evidence of phonemic priming22; in fact, phonemically-related primes elicited a slightly 
inhibitive effect when compared to phonemically-unrelated primes. In a delayed picture-naming study using 
electrophysiological measurements21, participants were required to name pictures upon a response cue. Each 
set of two consecutively presented pictures formed a pair consisting of prime and target, which either shared the 
same word-initial syllable or phoneme or were unrelated. The shared-syllable condition elicited an effect in the 
time windows of 200–400 ms and 400–600 ms, while no significant event-related potentials (ERP) effects were 
observed for the shared-phoneme condition.

A few recent studies, however, using other linguistic tasks, have reported sub-syllabic priming effects in 
Chinese spoken word production. Using a picture-word interference task, significant facilitation effects were 
found when the target and the distractor word shared syllables, or when only the final segments were shared24, 
reflecting the fact that a sub-syllabic unit might be a possible candidate for a functional unit. Furthermore, stud-
ies using electrophysiological measurements found differences between shared and unshared phoneme condi-
tions25,26. Using a phoneme repetition task, Qu et al. reported that phoneme repetition modulated ERPs 200 ms 
post-target picture onset when the color and object name shared the initial phoneme25. A similar finding26 was 
observed for an implicit priming paradigm which showed that phoneme repetition evoked more positive ERPs 
in the time window of 180–300 ms post-target picture onset. Also, in a functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) study27, distinctive brain regions were found to exhibit neural adaptation effects for phonemes (bilateral 
basal ganglia) and syllables (bilateral superior temporal gyrus). Taken together, these results suggest that pho-
nemes constitute functional units of phonological encoding even in Chinese spoken word production.

Although these findings paint a complex picture, a plausible scenario is that speakers of all languages mentally 
represent phonemes and syllables, but attribute differential importance and temporal courses depending on the 
target language. To explain these various findings, O’Seaghdha et al. proposed a proximate unit principle3,28 which 
assumes that phonological units below the word vary across languages. This principle has been integrated into 
the influential spoken production model29, WEAVER++, which assumes that in its original form, phonological 
encoding in languages involves a parallel activation of phonemic segments and metrical frames in the spoken 
production system, followed by prosodification, which concerns serial content-to-frame association and syllab-
ification. For Chinese speakers3, atonal syllables are associated with the tonal frame serially as the first selectable 
units below the lexeme. This principle has also been validated by Roelofs29 in a computer simulation model. 
Furthermore, in order to explain the null onset effect in Chinese spoken word production, Roelofs29 assumed a 
parallel selection of phonemes within a syllable. By contrast, Chen et al. proposed the opposite assumption that 
segments are selected in sequence from initial to final phonemes22. In a picture-word interference (PWI) task 
with manipulation of stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between pictures and distractor onset, Wang, Wong, 
and Chen30 found a facilitation effect of shared atonal syllables when distractors were presented 100 ms before 
(SOA = −100 ms) or simultaneously with (SOA = 0 ms) the target picture, and a facilitation effect of shared body 
segments (includes the onset consonant and the vowel with targets) that only appeared at 0 ms SOA. The effects of 
shared rhyme segments (includes the vowel and the final consonant with targets) were absent in both SOAs, sug-
gesting a serial processing order for segment retrieval in Chinese spoken word production. However, a behavioral 
study cannot provide fine-grained temporal courses of body and rhyme segments encoding.

A critical factor distinguishing these versions is the time course of different phonological units. For Chinese 
spoken word production, the retrieval of syllables precedes phonemes, and phonemes within a syllable are pro-
cessed simultaneously according to a parallel mechanism29, but sequentially according to a serial mechanism22. 
Investigating these phenomena requires a technique involving high-resolution time measurements, such as EEG. 
Although there has been evidence from ERP studies indicating the involvement of segments at a quite early 
stage25,26 (i.e., around 200 ms after picture onset), Wong et al. argued that this early segmental processing might 
arise from facilitation or competition between similar syllable nodes in the syllables retrieval stage because shared 
segments increased similarities among syllables21. Previous EEG studies in Chinese examined the time course of 
syllable retrieval and phoneme retrieval separately21,25,26. It is risky to infer the interval between syllabic and pho-
nemic encoding in spoken word production via comparisons among studies due to the different tasks and differ-
ent participants involved in those studies31,32. As a consequence, it is critical to include a shared-syllable condition 
as well as shared-phoneme/segment-condition in an experiment for identical participants. In a delayed-prime 
picture-naming study reported by Wang and colleagues21, each 2 consecutive pictures implicitly formed a pair of 
prime and target, whose names shared either the same atonal syllable or the same initial segment, or were unre-
lated in the control condition. Participants were asked to first prepare and later produce disyllabic Chinese words 
upon picture prompts when a response cue was presented. These researchers found a widely distributed positivity 
in the 200- to 400-ms interval and an anterior positivity in the 400- to 600-ms interval for the shared-syllable 
condition, and a null effect for the initial-segment shared condition.

There are two possible interpretations of the null finding for the initial-segment effects. First, there was only 
one phoneme shared between primes and targets in the initial-segment shared condition. Therefore, the activa-
tion of single phonemes may have been too weak to be detectable. Second, the pictures as primes in combination 
with a delayed naming task might be insensitive to the phonemic activation of distractor pictures. In fact, using 
a typical picture-word interference (PWI) paradigm, an effect from the initial-segment or body shared condition 
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on naming latencies was observed consistently in several studies30,33. Using a masked priming task, Zhang and 
Damian recently reported a syllabic overlap effect in the 300- to 400-ms interval, as well as a phoneme overlap 
effect in the 500- to 600-ms interval after picture onset in Mandarin spoken word production34. However, given 
the interval (around 100 ms) between the syllabic overlap effect and phoneme overlap effect, the phoneme over-
lap effect in this study may have arisen as the result of phonetic encoding or self-monitoring. Thus far, findings 
concerning phoneme overlap have been mixed and inconclusive.

In this article, we address the limitations of previous studies. We used a typical picture-word interference 
task, and included an atonal syllable-related condition, a body-related condition sharing the first two phonemes 
(including the onset consonant and the vowel) with targets, a rhyme-related condition sharing the final two pho-
nemes (including the vowel and the final consonant) with targets, and an unrelated condition between distractors 
and targets. We recorded both the behavioral and electroencephalography (EEG) signals concurrently. Data from 
each distractor type were then compared with the unrelated condition. According to the proximate unit principle, 
we expected an early syllable priming effect and a later body or rhyme priming effect. Specifically, with regard 
to the temporal courses of the body-related and rhyme-related conditions, we expected a parallel time course 
according to Roelofs’s assumption29, but a serial time course according to Chen et al.’s assumption22.

Results
Behavioral results. One participant was excluded from the analysis due to large electrode drift and exces-
sive artefacts. In addition, incorrectly named trials (1.4%), as well as latencies shorter than 500 ms, longer than 
1,500 ms (2.5%), or beyond 3 SDs (1.7%) were excluded from the analysis. The mean naming latencies were 
708 ms (SE = 4.19 ms) for the syllable-related condition, 730 ms (SE = 4.45 ms) for the body-related condition, 
733 ms (SE = 4.61 ms) for the rhyme-related condition, and 746 ms (SE = 4.57 ms) for the unrelated condition.

The data were analyzed using a linear mixed-effects model (LMM)35,36. The LMM includes random effects on 
the subject level and the item level simultaneously. Consequently, a linear mixed-effects model contains a fixed 
effect part, a random effect part, and residuals. For example, the model of the omnibus estimation for latency was:

∼ ∗ + + + |
+ + + |

Latency (distractor type block) (1 distractor type block subject)
(1 distractor type block item)

In the equation we used, (distractor type * block) represents the fixed effects (the main effects of distractor 
type and block, as well as their interaction), (1 + distractor type + block|subject) indicates that each subject has a 
distinct intercept and slope, and (1 + distractor type + block|item) indicates that each item has a unique intercept 
and slope. According to the guidelines proposed by Barr, Levy, Scheepers, and Tilfor37, the maximal random 
effects structure was constructed in order to obtain a more reliable estimation. The lmer function of the lme4 
package was used to estimate the fixed effects and parameter estimation of the LMM. The degrees of freedom and 
p-values were computed using the ANOVA function of the lmerTest package with the Satterthwaite approxima-
tions. These analyses were conducted using R free software38.

For naming latencies, the main effect of distractor type was significant, F(3, 21) = 14.59, p < 0.001, as was the 
main effect of block (F(2, 19) = 8.64, p < 0.01), whereas the interaction between distractor type and block was not 
significant (F(6, 3,732) = 1.42, p = 0.20). Multiple comparisons (p values with FDR correction) were then conducted 
for each phonologically-related condition. All 3 phonologically-related conditions were named significantly 
faster than the unrelated condition (syllable-related: t(18) = 6.44, padjusted < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.983; body-related: 
t(17) = 3.1, padjusted < 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.465; rhyme-related: t(17) = 2.13, padjusted < 0.05, Cohen’s d = 0.456).

electrophysiological results. Time windows were selected based on the results of an analysis of consecu-
tive 10-ms time windows. First, the 3 phonologically-related conditions were compared in each region of interest 
(ROI) with the unrelated condition via serial paired t-tests with a step size of 10 ms. The time windows were 
selected when at least 5 consecutive t-tests approached significance (p < 0.05, two-tailed) for each related condi-
tion at one ROI.

Three time windows were selected (320–500 ms post-picture onset for the syllable-related condition, 370–
420 ms for the body-related condition, and 400–450 ms for the rhyme-related condition). In each time window, 
an omnibus ANOVA was conducted for distractor type (syllable-related, body-related, or rhyme-related vs. unre-
lated) and ROI. For the syllable-related and unrelated comparison in the time window of 320–500 ms, the main 
effects of distractor type and ROI were significant (distractor type: F(1, 18) = 4.78, p < 0.05; ROI: F(8, 144) = 10.43, 
p < 0.001), and the interaction between distractor type and ROI was also significant (F(8, 144) = 3.88, p < 0.001). 
For the body-related and unrelated comparison in the time window of 370–420 ms, the main effects of distractor 
type and ROI were significant (distractor type: F(1, 18) = 4.67, p < 0.05; ROI: F(8,144) = 11.45, p < 0.001), and the 
interaction between distractor type and ROI was not significant (F(144, 8) = 1.71, p = 0.1). For the rhyme-related 
and unrelated comparison in the time window of 400–450 ms, the main effect of distractor type was not signifi-
cant, the main effect of ROI was significant (distractor type: F(18,1) = 2.3, p = 0.146; ROI: F(144,8) = 13.89, p < 0.001), 
and the interaction between distractor type and ROI was only marginally significant (F(144,8) = 1.87, p = 0.069).

Furthermore, each of the three phonologically-related conditions was compared to the unrelated con-
dition in each ROI, and FDR correction was applied in order to avoid the multiple comparison problem. For 
the syllable-related and unrelated comparison in the time window of 320–500 ms, four ROIs showed signifi-
cant differences: the middle anterior (t(18) = 2.71, padjusted = 0.043, Cohen’s d = 0.62), right anterior (t(18) = 3.11, 
padjusted = 0.042, Cohen’s d = 0.71), right middle (t(18) = 2.91, padjusted = 0.042, Cohen’s d = 0.67) and right poste-
rior (t(18) = 2.51, padjusted = 0.049, Cohen’s d = 0.57). For the body-related and unrelated comparison in the time 
window of 370–420 ms, the results showed significant (or marginally significant) differences in the left anterior 
(t(18) = 2.15, padjusted = 0.082, Cohen’s d = 0.49), middle anterior (t(18) = 2.66, padjusted = 0.048, Cohen’s d = 0.61), 
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right anterior (t(18) = 2.39, padjusted = 0.062, Cohen’s d = 0.55), and middle central (t(18) = 2.69, padjusted = 0.048, 
Cohen’s d = 0.62). For the rhyme-related and unrelated comparison in the time window of 400–450 ms, four 
ROIs showed significant (or marginally significant) differences: the right middle (t(18) = 2.37, padjusted = 0.066, 
Cohen’s d = 0.54), left posterior (t(18) = 2.81, padjusted = 0.052, Cohen’s d = 0.64), middle posterior (t(18) = 2.42, pad-

justed = 0.066, Cohen’s d = 0.56), and right posterior (t(18) = 3.67, padjusted = 0.016, Cohen’s d = 0.84). The averaged 
ERP waveforms of three typical ROIs as well as the detailed results of the paired t-test for each comparison in each 
ROI are displayed in Fig. 1d,e.

To identify time points at which the ERPs between two conditions (related versus unrelated) began to diverge, 
we adopted two methods to identify the starting point of the observed effects: the Guthrie & Buchwald method39 
and the jackknife-based procedure40. The Guthrie & Buchwald method was developed by Guthrie and Buchwald39 
and was designed to prevent erroneous detections of short significant intervals through computer simulation. 
An interval would be declared to be significant if its observed number of consecutive significant time points 
was larger than the estimated time interval, where the initial time point would be taken as the starting point of 
an effect. Based on the results of the mean amplitude analyses, electrode Fz was selected as the representative 
electrode for the syllable-related condition and the body-related condition, while P4 was selected to represent the 

Figure 1. (a) Example of stimuli used in this study with a target picture and its four corresponding distractors; 
(b) Average latencies for each condition. All three phonologically-related conditions had shorter latencies 
than the unrelated condition. Error bars represent standard errors. (c) Regions of interest (ROI) and axis scale; 
(d) Grand average ERPs for the four phonologically-related/unrelated conditions (blue: syllable-related; red: 
body-related; green: rhyme-related; black: unrelated) in 3 ROIs: right-anterior (F4, F6, FC4), right-middle (C4, 
C6), and right-posterior (P4, P6, PO4); Rectangles with colors corresponding to conditions are used to mark 
significance (solid lines) or marginal significance (dashed lines). (e) Results of paired t-test for each comparison 
in corresponding time windows. All p values were corrected with the FDR method.
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rhyme-related condition. Table 1 lists the results of this analysis for different phonologically-related conditions 
versus the unrelated condition. For the syllable-related condition, the starting point was 322 ms post-picture 
onset and the effect lasted 178 ms; for the body-related condition, the starting point was 368 ms and the effect 
lasted 96 ms; for the rhyme-related condition, the starting point was 408 ms and the effect lasted 52 ms. The 
jackknife-based procedure, unlike the Guthrie & Buchwald method, defined the starting point of an effect as the 
time point at which the amplitude of the difference waveform reached 50% of the peak amplitude. This procedure 
runs N calculations for an ERP study which has N subjects. In each calculation, one of the N subjects’ difference 
wave is to be excluded, and one starting point will be calculated on the averaged difference waveform of the 
remained N-1 subjects. The mean value of the N starting points is to be regarded as the starting point of an effect. 
Results indicated that the syllable effect (340 ms) was earlier than the body effect (372 ms), and the body effect was 
earlier than the rhyme effect (403 ms). Therefore, both methods consistently showed an early syllable effect and a 
later segments effect in speaking.

Discussion
The current study investigated the time courses of syllabic and segmental encoding during overt spoken word 
production via a PWI paradigm. The naming latencies of all three phonologically-related conditions were sig-
nificantly shorter than that of the unrelated condition, reflecting the involvement of syllabic and sub-syllabic 
units (such as bodies and rhymes) in spoken word production. More importantly, ERP data provided a detailed 
depiction of the time courses for processing different units: a syllable-related effect from 320–500 ms in the mid-
dle anterior, right anterior, right middle, and right posterior; a body-related effect from 370–420 ms mainly in the 
anterior area; and a rhyme-related effect from 400–450 ms in the left posterior, middle posterior, right posterior, 
and right middle area. The starting point analysis by the Guthrie & Buchwald method showed that the initiation 
of effects began at 322 ms for syllable-related effects, 368 ms for body-related effects, and 408 ms for rhyme-related 
effects (or 340 ms, 372 ms, 403 ms respectively by the jackknife procedure), suggesting a 46/32-ms interval from 
syllable retrieval to body retrieval and a 40/31-ms interval from body retrieval to rhyme retrieval.

The time intervals we found for syllable priming (320–500 ms), body priming (370–420 ms), and rhyme prim-
ing (400–450 ms) are roughly in agreement with the time course of phonological encoding (275–455 ms) intro-
duced by Indefrey and Levelt41,42. Mean latencies in our study were about 730 ms, which is somewhat slower 
than the 600 ms estimate from the meta-analysis by Indefrey and Levelt41,42. The temporal course of syllabic and 
segmental encoding is broadly in line with the results of studies in alphabetic languages and Mandarin Chinese 
using ERP methodology. For example, Wang et al. found a syllable priming effect in the 200–400 ms interval in 
Chinese spoken word production using a delayed naming task21. Zhang and Damian found a syllable effect in the 
time window of 300–400 ms and a phoneme effect from 500–600 ms using a masked priming paradigm34. These 
results were interpreted as implying that syllables are the proximate units of phonological encoding. With regard 
to location, syllable priming effects presented in the right anterior and posterior areas, body priming effects pre-
sented in the left and right anterior areas, while rhyme priming effects presented in the left and right posterior 
areas, suggesting that distinct EEG patterns are involved for encoding syllables, bodies, and rhymes. Specifically, 
all phonologically-related conditions were found to elicit less-negative waveforms than the unrelated condition, 
which is consistent with previous findings about phonological effects21,26,43–45.

Critically, we first observed that the syllabic effect was 46/32 ms earlier than the body effect. According to the 
WEAVER++ model incorporated with the proximate units principle, syllabic “chunks” are retrieved at an early 
stage of word-form encoding, followed by the retrieval of syllable segments. The 46/32 ms interval indicated that 
syllables are retrieved before segments in word-form encoding. There are two possible temporal patterns for this 
time interval. One is that Chinese speakers retrieve syllables as proximate units firstly, and then dividing it into 
phonemes or segments for articulation preparation, resulting in a serial pattern. For this temporal pattern, we 
suggest that speakers take approximately 40 ms to retrieve a syllable (including three phonemes in average) in 
speaking, which was in line with previous findings in English46,47. Wheeldon and Levelt found that in phoneme 
monitoring, the reaction time difference between the onset and the offset of the first CVC syllable (three pho-
nemes) was 55 ms46. Van Turennout et al. observed a slightly larger 80-ms difference between monitoring a word’s 
onset and its offset in a dual-choice go/no-go task47, although they used targets that were 50% longer than those 
of Wheeldon and Levelt46. An alternative explanation is that segment retrieval begins before syllable retrieval has 
been completed, which may result in a cascaded pattern for syllabic and segmental encoding in the production 
of Chinese words. These findings suggest that atonal syllables are the primary functional units of phonological 
encoding below the word level in Chinese spoken word production, thus providing strong evidence for the prox-
imate units principle.

However, the starting points in this study showed that bodies were retrieved 40/31 ms before rhymes, which 
is contradicted by the parallel processing proposition3,29. Models of spoken word production assume that a mor-
pheme’s segments or phonemes become simultaneously available, but with labeled links indicating their correct 

Comparison
Suggested minimum 
consecutive time points

Consecutively significant 
time points (max) Starting point (ms)

Syllable-related vs. Unrelated 14 89 322

Body-related vs. Unrelated 16 48 368

Rhyme-related vs. Unrelated 12 26 408

Table 1. Results of starting point analysis by Guthrie & Buchwald test for each comparison.
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ordering48. Furthermore, Indefrey and Levelt proposed that 20 ms of encoding time per phoneme is required 
during the syllabification process in alphabetic languages41,42. Thus, a 40/31 ms time interval between body and 
rhyme fits with their estimation. We therefore suggest that Chinese speakers process the content of segments and 
their order after syllable retrieval, and spelled-out segments are successively inserted into the present metrical 
template. The sequential processing order of bodies and rhymes in the present study may reflect a combination 
of segments and their positions at a later stage of word-form encoding48. During the segments encoding, speak-
ers divide a syllable into segments, and they treat the body and the rhyme as components of a syllable equally. 
However, note that a body prime can constitute a whole syllable while a rhyme prime cannot, which might influ-
ence the temporal courses of the body and the rhyme. We also suggest that it is necessary to replicate the finding 
concerning the time interval between body-related and rhyme-related segments in a future independent study.

It should be noted that this interpretation is not in line with the findings of previous researchers. Yu, Mo, and 
Mo found that both initial and non-initial phonemes modulate ERPs in the 180–300-ms interval, and suggest 
a parallel explanation26. However, the time interval they selected began at 180 ms, which is too early for the 
word-form encoding stage in spoken word production. Meanwhile, the p values in Yu et al.’s study26 were not 
corrected for multiple comparison (see also Qu, Damian, and Kazanina25 for a similar problem). We examined 
their p values and discovered that not all p values were significant according to the FDR correction method. This 
problem was avoided in the present study.

The current study found reliable syllabic priming effects and sub-syllabic segmental priming effects simultane-
ously on naming latencies using a typical picture-word interference paradigm24,30,49. In contrast, previous studies 
employing various tasks consistently found a syllable-shared effect but no phoneme-overlap effect. For example, 
using a form preparation (or implicit priming paradigm), J.-Y. Chen et al. reported a syllable benefit but no 
first-consonant preparation benefit18 (see also Chen and Chen23). Using a masked priming task, J.-Y. Chen et al.  
reported a facilitation effect in the shared-syllable condition22. Interestingly, they also found a weakly negative 
effect in the shared-initial consonants condition22 (see also Zhang and Damian34).

Concerning the polarity of the phoneme overlap effect, it was facilitative in the picture-word interference 
task23,24,33,50, whereas it was weakly inhibitive in the masked priming task22. The distractors were presented briefly 
and then masked by a backward mask in the masked priming task. Due to visible and invisible distractors in the 
typical and masked PWI tasks51, it is possible that the phonological relationships were more obvious in the PWI 
task than in the masked priming task. Using the PWI task, Yue and Zhang found a segmental facilitation effect in 
immediate naming, whereas a segmental inhibition effect was observed in a delayed naming task and a combina-
tion task of delayed naming and articulation suppression33. With regard to the word-form encoding stage, imme-
diate naming involves the stages of phonological encoding, phonetic encoding, and articulation; delayed naming 
involves articulation only; while a combination task of delayed naming and articulation suppression involves the 
processes of phonetic encoding and articulation. By comparing these effects, these researchers suggested that 
the segmental facilitation effects were localized at the stage of phonological encoding, whereas the segmental 
inhibition effects were localized at the stage of phonetic encoding. Zhang and Damian reported a phonemic 
overlap effect in the time interval between 500–600 ms, which falls within the time window of phonetic encoding. 
Meanwhile, a weakly inhibitive effect was correspondingly observed34. Combining the behavioral and ERP data of 
previous research with that of the present study, we thus speculate that the facilitative effects in the present study 
probably arose at the stage of phonological encoding, while the weakly inhibitive effects in the masked priming 
task probably arose at the stage of phonetic encoding. Obviously, these assumptions need to be examined further.

The differences between the conditions were much larger in the ERP onsets than in the naming latencies. The 
naming latencies were the time lengths of picture naming before articulation, which include conceptual prepara-
tion, lexical selection, and word-form encoding. The difference in naming latencies reflected the overall difference 
between the related and unrelated conditions in picture naming. By contrast, ERP measurements can provide 
fine-grained temporal courses of each stage involved in picture naming. Therefore, the comparison between the 
related and the unrelated conditions from ERP data reflected the differences at specific stages in distinct time 
intervals (i.e., word-form encoding). From conceptual preparation to word-form encoding, there may exist a 
cancellation among all stages included in picture naming, which would manifest as a larger difference at a specific 
stage but a smaller difference overall.

There are two points worthy of mention here. First, in the analysis of ERP data, we observed that the starting 
point of the syllabic effect was earlier than of the body effect, and the body effect was earlier than the rhyme effect. 
However, as the time intervals of the three effects were partially overlapped, one possibility we admit worthy of 
consideration is that the earlier emergence might due to the comparison of a larger effect with a smaller one, 
even if they occurred quite simultaneously. In this study, we adopted two methods to measure the starting points 
of those effects. Results from both methods provided consistent evidence, whereas the question still remains 
open that how to compare the starting point of a larger effect with a smaller effect when they had overlapped 
time windows. Second, following previous studies, we conducted repeated ANOVA analysis to investigate the 
modulations of distractor types on ERPs. The repeated ANOVA only includes subjects as random factor and 
ignores by-item random effects. We think that the use of ANOVA in ERP study might due to the aim to obtain a 
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio, as EEG signals are sensitive to artefacts. Although for naming latency analysis we 
found that models including or excluding by-item random effects did not differ significantly (p = 0.80), it should 
be acknowledged that this limited the generalization of the results to other items and future studies might explore 
the influence of by-item random effects directly.

To summarize, the current study first provides a fine-grained time course of syllabic and segmental encod-
ing in Chinese spoken word naming. Syllables are retrieved before segments, and segments and their order are 
retrieved incrementally from left to right in the production of Chinese spoken words. Our findings provide evi-
dence for the hypothesis that the phonological units used in spoken word production vary across languages.
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Methods
participants. Twenty undergraduate and graduate students (4 males and 16 females; average age 22.05 years; 
range 18–28 years; all right-handed) participated in the experiment. These students were recruited from Beijing 
Forestry University, China Agriculture University, and Beijing Science and Technology University. All were native 
Mandarin Chinese speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They were each paid 80 yuan (approxi-
mately 12 USD) for their participation. Informed consent was obtained from each participant prior to the exper-
iment. This study followed the ethical procedures for the protection of human participants in research and was 
approved by the ethics committee of the Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences.

Materials. Eighteen black-on-white line drawings of common objects with monosyllabic names were selected 
as targets from Zhang and Yang’s picture-naming database of Chinese52. All of the target names had a CVN syl-
labic structure (C represents consonants, V represents vowels, and N represents nasal sounds), e.g., 镜 (/jing4/). 
Each target was paired with 4 single-character distractors whose names shared either an atonal syllable (same 
segmental composition but different tone, e.g., 景, /jing3/, hereafter referred to as the syllable-related condi-
tion); the initial 2 phonemes (same consonant and vowel but different tone, e.g., 姐, /jie3/, hereafter referred to 
as the body-related condition); the final 2 phonemes (same vowel and nasal sound but different tone, e.g., 倾, /
qing1/, hereafter referred to as the rhyme-related condition); or no phonological overlap (e.g., 捞, /lao1/; hereafter 
referred to as the unrelated condition) with the target (see Fig. 1a). Semantic or orthographic overlap between 
distractors and targets was avoided. Frequencies of monosyllabic words (Modern Chinese Frequency Dictionary, 
1986) and stroke numbers were matched across conditions (frequency: F(3, 68) = 0.001, p = 1; stroke number: 
F(3,68) = 0.1, p = 0.96). All stimuli are presented as a supplementary file in the Supplementary Material section.

In order to counterbalance the trials of the phonologically related and unrelated conditions, a set of 9 pictures 
was used as filler and paired with 4 unrelated single characters. Consequently, half of the distractor-target pairs 
were phonologically related, and half were phonologically unrelated. In addition, there were 6 practice trials in 
which 3 pictures were paired with one unrelated single character; each pair was presented twice.

Design. The experiment adopted a factor of distractor type (syllable-related, body-related, rhyme-related, 
and unrelated) as a within-subject design. Due to the limitations of available items, we manipulated the repetition 
exactly the same way as J.-Y. Chen et al.2 and Wang et al.21. Each block included six practice trials, 72 target trials 
(18 targets paired with four different kinds of distractors), and 36 filler trials (nine fillers paired with four unre-
lated distractors), resulting in 114 trials. Each repetition was set in one block, and three repetitions resulted in 
three blocks and 342 trials in total. The picture order (targets and fillers) within a block was pseudo-randomized 
in order to prevent targets from repeating within five trials. A new sequence was generated for each participant 
and each block.

Apparatus. The experiment was performed using E-Prime Professional Software (version 1.1; Psychology 
Software Tools). Participants were seated in a quiet room approximately 70 cm from a 21-inch CRT computer 
screen with a refresh rate of 100 Hz. Naming latencies were measured from target onset using a voice-key, con-
nected to the computer via a PST Serial Response Box.

procedure. Participants were tested individually in front of a computer in a soundproof room. Participants 
were first asked to familiarize themselves with the 30 pictures by viewing each for 2,000 ms, with the names 
printed below each picture. Following the learning phase, participants underwent a picture-naming test, in which 
the names were not presented with the pictures. When all of pictures had been named correctly, the experimental 
blocks were administered.

Each trial involved the following sequence: a fixation ‘+’ presented at the center of the screen for 500 ms, 
followed by a blank screen for 300 ms, followed by the presentation of a target picture on which a distractor was 
superposed. Participants were instructed to ignore the distractors and name the pictures as accurately and as 
quickly as possible. An inter-trial interval of 1,000 ms concluded each trial. Naming latencies were measured from 
the onset of the picture. The experiment took a total of approximately 25 minutes, and there was a short break 
between the two blocks.

eeG recordings and analysis. EEGs were recorded using a Neuroscan amplifier (Neuroscan SynAmps) 
through 66 electrodes located at the standard 10–20 scalp sites secured in an elastic cap (Electro Cap 
International). The vertical electro-oculogram (VEOG) was monitored with electrodes affixed above and below 
the left eye. The horizontal EOG (HEOG) was recorded with a bipolar montage using two electrodes placed on 
the right and left external canthi. The left mastoid electrode served as a reference. Impedances of all electrodes 
were kept below 5 kΩ. Electrophysiological signals were amplified with a band-pass filter of 0.05 and 70 Hz and 
digitized continuously at a rate of 500 Hz.

Neuroscan 4.3 software was used to analyze the ERP data. Waveforms of all single trials were first visually 
inspected and epochs contaminated by eye movements, electrode drifting, amplifier blocking, and EMG artifacts 
or other noise were rejected. The EEG data were re-referenced off-line to the average of both mastoids and filtered 
off-line using a 0.1-Hz high-pass filter and a 30-Hz low-pass filter. The EEG data were segmented from 100 ms 
before to 500 ms after the onset of the pictures, with baseline corrections ranging from −100 to 0 ms preceding 
picture onset. Epochs with amplitudes exceeding ±100 μV were rejected. The remaining epochs were considered 
in ERP analyses. For each distractor type, the mean amplitudes of the ERP waveforms were analyzed. To provide 
a more detailed depiction of the effect distribution on the scalp, 9 regions of interest (ROIs) were selected along 
the sagittal and coronal axes: the left-anterior (F3, F5, FC3), mid-anterior (Fz), right-anterior (F4, F6, FC4), 
left-central (C3, C5), mid-central (Cz), right-central (C4, C6), left-posterior (P3, P5, PO3), mid-posterior (Pz), 
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and right-posterior (P4, P6, PO4). The ROIs were in accordance, or had considerable overlap, with those of pre-
vious studies25,26,53.

Data Availability
The data of the current study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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